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Executive Summary
This deliverable is a follow-up of D6.2 (Communication and Dissemination plan), which
described the detailed communication plan and dissemination strategy for the
FuturePulse project. The current D6.4 presents the dissemination activities that have
been carried out, the dissemination materials that have been produced and the effects
that were achieved in the course of the reporting period from the beginning of the project
in September 2017 (M1) up to August 2019 (M24). The FuturePulse dissemination
deliverable is to be used by consortium members and the European Commission in order
to acquire a complete picture of the dissemination activities that have been performed.
Furthermore, individual performed dissemination activities are presented, including
participation at events and conferences as well as publications to date. An overriding aim
of the dissemination strategy is to engage the FuturePulse target audiences and relevant
stakeholders. This engagement is supposed to create impact both within the project
consortium as well as in the greater community.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Purpose and scope

Dissemination is fundamental to the success of FuturePulse, both from a research and
development perspective, as well as for achieving its exploitation objectives during the
project lifetime and beyond. These objectives fall within the EC goal to stimulate
cooperation, interaction and technology transfer within European research and industrial
communities.
The basic pillars of FuturePulse dissemination are shown in Fig. 1. They consist of
choosing the target audiences (basically people interested in commercial exploitation of
project results), traditional and contemporary dissemination tactics, and metrics to
measure the impact of the project.

Figure 1: Dissemination basic pillars

To ensure an optimal dissemination strategy, FuturePulse developed a dissemination
plan (reported in D6.2), which presented the dissemination and communication activities
that will be pursued during the lifetime of the project. The dissemination plan is meant as
a guideline for project partners to successfully disseminate project results.
The dissemination plan includes the conception of a communication kit, which helps
partners publicize project results. Traditional dissemination strategies of the project
include participation at events, conferences, and workshops. During the first two years
of the project FuturePulse was present at several events. Establishing scientific
excellence as well as raising awareness among relevant stakeholders and the general
public are important objectives of the project.
Looking back at months 7-24 of FuturePulse, the project consortium feels it has achieved
a lot: widespread recognition of the project has been established (not only at academic,
but also at popular level, e.g. on Twitter and Facebook), several presentations were
delivered, conferences were attended, papers have been published, technology has
been developed and the first impact of the project is visible (see Sections 4, 5).
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The deliverable will be updated once more in the course of the project. There will be a
final version in which we will report and update about activities carried out, namely in
D6.5 (delivery date M36).
The reader is also referred to the FuturePulse website on http://www.futurepulse.eu/
which contains the most recent status of the project and is seen as a lively, permanently
changing and growing repository.

1.2

Connection with exploitation activities

The dissemination strategy of the project is also linked to the communication of results
to relevant stakeholders all around Europe in order to attract a critical mass of potential
customers. So far dissemination activities have also included music industry events and
shows; participation in such events will become more frequent towards the end of the
project, with the communication of specific project results according to the exploitation
plan of the consortium, as well as the plans of individual partners.
More specifically, after the final results of the pilots, we will have a wide and clear vision
of the results of the project. The components and the platform will have a maturity close
to production-level and the users (potential customers) will have a solid and formed
opinion about the products. The dissemination strategy will then focus on the
communication of the project results to the relevant stakeholder channels.
D6.3 (M15) presented the exploitation strategy which described the plan and activities to
be carried out in order to achieve commercialization of project outcomes’ and the
sustainability of the FuturePulse platform and applications. The exploitation activities that
are necessary for a successful exploitation of the project results, will speed up as the
project comes to the final year. They will be contained in D6.6 (M36), which will report
on the joint and individual exploitation of the project innovations, as well as a business
model and pricing policies.

1.3

Structure of the deliverable

This report is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the general rules for
dissemination of project results, including the open access policy for scientific
publications. Section 3 contains a list of all conducted dissemination activities through
the project’s website, social media, participation in music industry events and scientific
conferences, as well as all a list of the material that has been presented (papers, posters,
leaflets, video, etc.). Section 4 presents other European projects with similar topic that
have been identified for possible collaboration and exchange of ideas. Section 5 presents
the mechanism for monitoring dissemination activities that has been established by the
FuturePulse consortium, as well as the current values of the metrics for dissemination,
compared to the target values set in the initial dissemination plan. The time plan and
next steps for the dissemination activities are given in Sections 6. Section 7 concludes
this deliverable.
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2 General rules for dissemination of project results
This section presents the general rules that are shared between consortium members,
in order to maximize the efficiency of the dissemination of project results, while at the
same time protecting personal data and Intellectual Property (IP) of consortium
members.
The FuturePulse project performs dissemination activities through its website and social
media channels publicly, without access constraints, in order to maximize the reach of
dissemination to all interested parties.
All
deliverables
are
available
http://www.futurepulse.eu/deliverables.

for

free

on

the

project

website:

An open access policy is maintained for all project academic publications (final articles
or manuscripts accepted for publication). Publications are uploaded in the zenodo portal
(https://zenodo.org/communities/futurepulse/), either on publication or within 6 months
from publication if an embargo is requested by the publisher. Additional deposit in other
repositories (institutional ones, Arxiv, etc.) is possible as long as cross-reference is
provided.
Each partner selects their research data and results that are disseminated, in order to
protect their IP, without hindering the communication of the overall progress achieved by
the project.
Last but not least, consortium members are also required to ask for the consent of people
for taking and publishing personal photographs for all events related to the project.
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3 Dissemination activities reporting
3.1

Website

The FuturePulse website (http://www.futurepulse.eu/) is designed as ‘a place to return
to’ with key information about the latest developments of the project, news about music
analytics, as well as information about the project partners, public deliverables,
publications, events, etc. The website includes a set of key presentations centered
around FuturePulse’s research and commercial benefits, including research papers,
presentations, videos and demos elaborating on the scenarios and research challenges
addressed by FuturePulse. The FuturePulse website is the main communication tool to
disseminate news, events and frequent achievements.
FuturePulse partners report about activities they undertake in the project context, i.e.
report about events they attended and their development work and results. This way, the
audience can keep up to date with what the FuturePulse project partners are up to. The
Future Pulse blog (http://www.futurepulse.eu/blog) is the most frequently updated part of
the website, offering the possibility to present latest project news, articles and opinions
all in one place.
At a later stage (Year 3 of the project), it is planned to include a dedicated section linking
to the showcases and prototypes of the project’s developments, both in research
activities as well as in software developments.
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Figure 2: Website homepage

We use Google Analytics to measure the traffic on the FuturePulse website. The website
is linked to other Social Media dissemination channels like Twitter and Facebook.
Crosslinking of content between platforms is done to increase the impact of each single
platform.
The FuturePulse website went live from November 2017. Ever since (until the time of
this report, July 2019) we have published:




All the static contents of the website (“about FuturePulse”)
11 news articles
14 blogs

Via Google Analytics we have gathered the following data analysis for the FuturePulse
website (from November 2017 until 31st of July 2019):
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Table 1: FuturePulse website – reporting from November 2017 – 31st of July 2019

Total Traffic Average
time Total
Total
to Website
spent on website Sessions Pageviews

New
Returning
Visitors Visitors

1733

1533

03:30

2797

8416

432 (28.18%)

The numbers show us that the website has been very well visited from the moment it
was launched. The average duration of a visit (3:30 min) is satisfactory, taking into
account that the site serves both as a search and download repository of project
outcomes, as well as a repository of short news items and articles. For the period under
investigation, there are 28.18% of returning visitors. That shows that we seem to be
succeeding in our strategy to make the website a place to return to. Returning visitors
are also more engaged with the website, spending more time per visit on average.
Fig. 3 and 4 show the evolution of the number of unique visitors to the FuturePulse
website from November 2017 (go live) until July 2019. The website receives about 100
unique visitors per month, with occasional peaks (e.g. in June 2018. 2019 and
September 2018) at major events or project announcements.

Figure 3: FuturePulse website – visits over time

Figure 4: FuturePulse website - users January-July 2018 VS users January-July 2019

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the number of sessions, i.e. the number of users actively
engaged in the FuturePulse website during a time span of 30 minutes. The number of
sessions is about twice that of the number of users (i.e. on average, a user visits the
website twice per month).
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Figure 5: FuturePulse website - sessions January-July 2018 VS sessions January-July 2019

The analysis (Fig. 6) about which social networks our visitors originate from shows that
FuturePulse is mainly found via Twitter (899 visits). It can be concluded that the strategy
to have Twitter and the FuturePulse website strengthen each other seems to work well.
Also users find us via Facebook (303 visits), but the amount of users that find us LinkedIn
(7 visits) is, for now, too low to consider. This shows that it is advisable to see if our
visibility there can or should be improved, and – if this is decided as relevant and
worthwhile – what measures to take.

Figure 6: FuturePulse website – visits via social networks

Figure 7: FuturePulse website – grouping of users by channel
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Fig. 7 shows the channel through which users reach the FuturePulse website. About
60% of users directly reach the website (usually these are members of the consortium
or involved partners), 26.2% comes from organic (unpaid) search sites, and 11.8% from
social media.
In total, the website has been visited by people residing in 70 countries. Visitors do not
only come from Europe, but also from other parts of the world (Fig. 8). This is an indicator
that both the FuturePulse project and the topic / R&D challenges are of global (or
general) interest. The visitor map shows that the FuturePulse website is most frequently
visited from Greece and the US; the visitor location analysis is based on Google's
geolocation service.

Figure 8: FuturePulse website – visitor map

Figure 9: Top 10 countries visiting FuturePulse website

Apart from the numbers presented above (Fig. 9), it is most interesting to see what
content on the FuturePulse website is most popular. In Table 2 we have listed the 10
most visited content items below. It is interesting to note that ‘more generic’ items like
‘homepage’ and the blog of FuturePulse have been popular over a long period of time
(statistics / analysis period ended on 31st of July 2019).
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Table 2: FuturePulse website – most popular content

In the first phase of dissemination (“Inform and Connect”), the goal was to create a large
user base of the website and general awareness of the music analytics landscape.
Therefore, on the FuturePulse website we not only presented information on the project
and its goals, but also news and articles in order to keep our audiences up to date with
the latest developments in the music analytics community. We will also continue to do
this in the next dissemination phase, but reduce these in number and focus more on the
project outcomes. The aim is to engage users interested in the project results, who are
also potentially interested in the project as clients or future collaborators. Thus, there will
be more detailed articles and blog posts on the FuturePulse outcomes and applications,
and more links to the section of the public deliverables of the project.

3.2

Twitter

Twitter is extremely useful to inform and engage with our target audiences and their
respective communities. Being part of the right communities is crucial for dissemination
via Social Media platforms. Information about the latest updates on the website, new
events, discussions and news about the music analytics sphere (tools, initiatives,
projects, services, strategies, players etc.) are being provided via Twitter.
Via Twitter (https://twitter.com/FuturePulse2020/) it is also easy for our followers to
engage with the FuturePulse project, either by following, mentioning, retweeting or
commenting on our tweets (Fig. 10).
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Figure 10: FuturePulse twitter channel

Via Twitonomy the following data analysis for the FuturePulse twitter channel has been
gathered:
Table 3: FuturePulse twitter – reporting from 26th of September 2017 – 5th of August 2019

Tweets
Followers
Following
Retweets
Retweets to our retweeted tweets
Mentions
Favorited tweets
Total reach
Total traffic to website

187
86
148
62 (33.16%)
136 (score=2.191)
201 (score=1.07)
88 (47.06)
50986
77

We have a follower base on Twitter of 86 persons. A large part of this follower base is
interested in what we have to say, which can be derived from the percentage of retweets:
33.16% of our tweets are being retweeted. Then, the follower base of our followers have
retweeted those tweets 136 times. This implies a factor 2.19 to the number of retweets.
We have been mentioned 201 times and 88 (47.06%) of our tweets have been favoured,
indicating the relevance of what we have to say. All of this gives us a potential reach of
50.986 views.

1

Average number of retweets for FuturePulse tweets by others. The higher this number, the more
the user is considered a valuable source of information by others.
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Figure 11: FuturePulse twitter - top 5 tweets since the beginning of the project

During June-July 2019, we started posting regularly on our blog and social media
accounts, based on a content strategy we developed for the project. FuturePulse also
participated in 2 major events, Wallifornia Music Festival in Belgium and Sonar+D in
Barcelona: 37.400 total reach over 61 days (Fig. 12).
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Figure 12: FuturePulse twitter - total twitter reach during June-July 2019

Fig. 13 shows the demographics of Twitter followers. We see that these are largely
influenced by the music partners of the project, who also have the largest presence in
Twitter and can easier attract followers (BMAT-Spain, Musimap-Belgium, Bass Nation –
France, Soundtrack your brand – UK, US).

Figure 13: FuturePulse twitter - audience insights

It is also interesting to see who the FuturePulse followers are, and if they are ‘the right
ones’, meaning influencers from the target audiences whom we are trying to reach.
Below (Fig. 14) we present an overview of FuturePulse’s ten most influential followers
(meaning they have the most followers themselves). This overview shows that there is
an interesting mix of many of our target audiences; people working on music business,
radio producers, event organizers, professionals interested in interactions between
music brands and audiences, computer scientists, etc. It also shows that the choice of
project use cases (music platforms, live events, record labels) was successful, and
reflected actual interests of people working in these domains.
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Figure 14: FuturePulse twitter - 10 most influential followers

3.3

Facebook

We
have
also
established
a
Facebook
page
for
FuturePulse
(https://www.facebook.com/FuturePulse2020). Table 4 presents the overall performance
of dissemination through this page from the beginning of the project till end of July 2019.
Although the total reach is much smaller than that of Twitter, there is a number of
followers which is comparable (59 vs 86 in Twitter), with a much smaller number of posts
(64 Facebook posts vs 187 tweets). Thus, Facebook is also an effective channel for
dissemination.
Table 4: FuturePulse Facebook performance

Total Reach

Total Likes

Total Followers

Total Traffic To
Website

Total Number of
Posts

5645

130

59

41

64

The 5 top posts since the beginning of the project are about consortium meetings, project
events, but also blog posts republished through Facebook:
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Date

20

Links

Total Post Reach

Total Engagement (Likes,
comments, reactions)

1

06/02/2018

https://www.facebook.com/Futur
ePulse2020/posts/16438870428
3598

326

157

2

26/10/2017

https://www.facebook.com/Futur
ePulse2020/posts/13378324734
4144

166

17

3

10/0602019

https://www.facebook.com/Futur
ePulse2020/posts/38000675272
179

129

6

4

26/06/2019

113

4

5

15/07/2019

104

4

https://www.facebook.com/Futur
ePulse2020/photos/a.39264127
1458339/388719541850512/?ty
pe=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/watc
h/?v=427371191192618

The project’s reach and popularity has been increasing in the last months, as can be
seen from the total Page Likes (Fig. 15) and post reach (Fig. 16):
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Figure 15: Likes on FuturePulse Facebook Page from January 2019 till July 2019

The number of people who had our Page's posts on their screen:

Figure 16: Post Reach on FuturePulse Facebook Page from January 2019 till July 2019

The number of people who had any content from our Page enter their screen is shown
in Fig. 17. The majority of Facebook users comes from Greece. This may be due to the
fact that two of the consortium partners, ATC and CERTH come from Greece and thus
have more reach to Greek audiences.
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Figure 17: Total People reached our Facebook Page

3.4

Dissemination events

An important part of the dissemination activities is the participation in national and
international events such as conferences, trade fairs, workshops, etc. A reporting
template exists on the project’s document repository. FuturePulse project partners who
attend such events have been asked to fill out the template.
The following list is an overview of presentations and participations of the consortium or
individual participants in the context of FuturePulse that have been reported until 31
August 2019. A full list is provided in Appendix: Full list of dissemination events. Here we
present the most interesting events that we believe will bring impact to the music and
wider media industry.


26 October 2017 - H2020 Media Projects Workshop: FuturePulse Project
attended the “H2020 Media Projects’ Workshop: Collaboration Towards the
Future of Media”, which was held in Brussels on the 17th October 2017, in order
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to spark collaboration among all H2020 media related projects managed by Unit
DG CONNECT-I4.



15 November 2017 - Interview podcast: The "Musikbranschpodden" is a
podcast that interviews stakeholders within the music industry. Daniel Johansson
(SYB) was invited to describe the FuturePulse project, the goals, which partners
that are involved etc., together with an analysis of how the project could influence
different parts of the music industry in the coming years.
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23 November 2017 – Presentation: “Den Stora Musikdagen” (The big day of
music) arranged by the Swedish Music industry organization Musiksverige.
(www.musiksverige.org)
Anders Engström (PGM) was invited to make a presentation of the FuturePulse
project in front of an audience of music industry professionals, music journalists
and MEP’s.



26 September 2018 - Paris Electronic Week 2018: FuturePulse participated in
a dedicated panel at Paris Electronic Week, the number one French event
dedicated to French and international electronic music professionals. The theme
of the panel focused on predictive analytics and how these new tools can help
music professionals from labels, live music and streaming platforms to better do
their job by discovering new talents, new musical genres, etc. FuturePulse was
present along with two competitors Gigz and Simbals.



24-26 January 2019 – European radio show: FuturePulse was presented at the
European Radio Show 2019 at the Grande Halle de la Villette in Paris, in a booth
together with Marconi (https://www.projectmarconi.eu/) and HRadio
(https://www.hradio.eu/) EU projects.
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3 July 2019 – Wallifornia MusicTech conference: The conference brought
together more than 200 key professionals of the music industry, from music
artists, labels, agents and festival organizers, to researchers, gamers, music tech
start-ups and investors. The conference featured interesting keynotes and
research highlights for the future of music. Different stakeholders had the chance
to learn about the latest developments in our project, including live demos with
our sophisticated analytics and predictive modelling services.



17-20 July 2019 – Sonar + D congress: Sónar+D brought together more than
20.000 attendees, 5.000 key professionals of the music industry, from more than
2.000 companies worldwide! In specific, FuturePulse was at the Audio Tech
section of the SónarHub, sharing space with more than 20 significant
organizations of music and technology sector, such as Kickstarter, Pioneer, the
Royal College of Art and the Barcelona Supercomputing Center. During the
event, professionals visiting the FuturePulse booth had the opportunity to learn
about the latest developments in the project, including live demos with our
sophisticated analytics and predictive modelling services. Our partners
elaborated meticulously on why FuturePulse’s new capabilities will make music
distribution more effective and profitable.
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3.5

Papers and Publications

In the beginning of the project we produced a press release acknowledging the
FuturePulse project kick-off and the partners, which can be found in the project website
http://www.futurepulse.eu/Files/FuturePulse/Press%20Release.pdf.
Furthermore, during this reporting period the following scientific publications have been
produced:










“VenueRank: Identifying Venues That Contribute To Artist Popularity”, by
Emmanouil Krasanakis, Emmanouil Schinas, Symeon Papadopoulos, Yiannis
Kompatsiaris, Pericles Mitkas. Presented at 19th International Society for
Music Information Retrieval Conference (ISMIR2018), Paris, France, 23-27
September 2018, with more than 430 participants.
“Music retiler: Using NMF2D source separation for audio mosaicing”, by
Hadrien Foroughmand Aarabi, Geoffroy Peeters. Presented at Proceedings of
the Audio Mostly 2018 on Sound in Immersion and Emotion, Wrexham,
United Kingdom, 12 – 14 September, 2018.
“Boosted seed oversampling for local community ranking”, by Emmanouil
Krasanakis, Emmanouil Schinas, Symeon Papadopoulos, Yiannis Kompatsiaris,
Andreas Symeonidis. Elsevier Journal (Information Processing and
Management), accepted 3 June 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ipm.2019.06.002
“Data-Driven Song Recognition Estimation Using Collective Memory
Dynamics Models”, by Christos Koutlis; Manos Schinas; Vasiliki Gkatziaki;
Symeon Papadopoulos; Yiannis Kompatsiaris. To be presented at 20th
conference of the International Society for Music Information Retrieval
(ISMIR2019), Delft, Netherlands, 4-8 November 2019
“Deep-rhythm for tempo estimation and rhythm pattern recognition”, by
Hadrien Foroughmand; Geoffroy Peeters. To be presented at 20 conference of
the International Society for Music Information Retrieval (ISMIR2019), Delft,
Netherlands, 4-8 November 2019
th
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“An Analysis of the Effect of Data Augmentation Methods: Experiments for
a Musical Genre Classification Task”, by Rémi Mignot; Geoffroy Peeters.
Accepted for publication in Transactions of the International Society for Music
Information Retrieval (TISMIR)

The scientific publications can be found under Zenodo (an Open Science) community2
for FuturePulse: https://zenodo.org/communities/futurepulse/.

3.6

Poster

The FuturePulse poster is mainly used for exhibitions and events, and may also be used
as material in advertising campaigns. A first version of the poster had been developed
during the first month of the project as we needed to present FuturePulse to an EC event.
A second version was produced M22 since we have the first results of the project
available. The poster will be again revised if needed.

2

https://about.zenodo.org/
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Figure 18: FuturePulse poster – 2nd version
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Leaflets

We have produced 3 leaflets for each use case scenario.
Record Labe use case:
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Figure 19: Leaflet for the Record Label use case

Live Music use case:
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Figure 20: Leaflet for the Live Music use case
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Music Platform use case:
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Figure 21: Leaflet for the Music Platform use case

3.8

Video

We have produced a FuturePulse video which can be found online here:
https://video214.com/play/SXPvLRjrT8qoxzPv397P6Q/s/dark and we have also
uploaded it on the FuturePulse website homepage http://www.futurepulse.eu/home and
YouTube https://youtu.be/7b0HKY70a_I.

3.9

Templates

In order to keep the project’s identity similar across all dissemination events, a
presentation has been created in Microsoft PowerPoint format. Especially with regards
to the many options PowerPoint offers its users, it is necessary to give all presentations
a similar framework. The template is currently still very simple, so as not to make too
many limiting specifications. However, it can still be extended if the need arises to give
a more clear structure to the presentations.
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4 Collaboration with other projects, initiatives and people
Collaboration with other (including EC co-funded) projects and initiatives often leads to
new insights or a head start in research or software development efforts. Exchanging
ideas, findings and approaches furthermore results in cross-fertilisation, while also being
important for respective dissemination efforts. Especially, the latter leads to significant
impact and awareness in industry – all paving the way for subsequent uptake of research
results. FuturePulse is making full use of these opportunities and has achieved major
progress in this respect in the reporting period.
The following list presents an initial list of the research projects that FuturePulse has
established communication with or collaboration is envisioned. Also, some closed
research projects are presented which could benefit FuturePulse.
Table 5: Research initiatives related to FuturePulse

Projects
identified for Link
collaboration

DS4DEMS

Expected
areas of
collaboration

Status

Collaboration
Exploitation and
is envisioned
http://ds4dems.enm.bris.ac.uk/about/ Disseminations
but has not
Issues
started yet

HRadio

https://www.hradio.eu/

Exploitation and
Collaboration
Disseminations
started
Issues

MediaRoad

http://www.mediaroad.eu/

Exploitation and
Collaboration
Disseminations
started
Issues

MARCONI

https://www.projectmarconi.eu/

Exploitation and
Collaboration
Disseminations
started
Issues

The main collaboration area with other H2020 projects has been in the context of the
Radio/audio cluster, conformed by FuturePulse, HRadio, Marconi, MediaRoad and
Compact projects.
The Radio/audio cluster, together with Future Pulse’s Project Officer, celebrated a faceto-face meeting in Brussels on February 6th, 2019, as part of the Media Convergence
and Social Media Concertation Meeting for H2020 media projects. In this meeting, all
projects shared current status and next steps for technical collaboration.
Furthermore, H2020 ICT19 Audio cluster projects have had several audio-meetings and
worked together in a collaboration document to share best practices, improve
compatibility and complementarity of technical activities and jointly evaluate project
results.
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As part of this collaboration, we have exchanged technical information with HRadio and
moreover FuturePulse, MARCONI and HRadio shared a booth in Salon de la Radio on
January 2019.
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5

Dissemination Activities Evaluation & Monitoring

Communication and dissemination activities have been regularly reported in the provided
templates3 and officially described in three different steps and reports:
●
●

●

Step 1 (M6): D6.2 “Communication & Dissemination Plan”: Already submitted
and described the general strategy for communication, the tools, stakeholders
and tactics.
Step 2 (M24): D6.4 “Communication & Dissemination Report v1”: Is the current
document, which describes and evaluates the dissemination activities carried out
during the first and second year of the project; it also identifies the dissemination
activities to be carried out during the third year of the project.
Step 3 (M36): D6.5 “Communication & Dissemination Report v2”: Will present
the dissemination activities carried out during the third year of the project and
analyse the overall impact for the whole project.

In order to facilitate the general monitoring of dissemination activities we have developed
an online monitoring template, which all partners are using in order to register their
dissemination activities.
The following table presents a list of quantitative indicators based on which the
dissemination impact of the project is evaluated.
Table 6: Dissemination indicators

Raise Awareness & Dissemination Indicator Target Values
Dissemination means
Website
Social Media
Brochures
Project Posters
Publications / Journal articles
Participation in events and
presentations to workshops
Event organization
Project showcases

QA parameter
Number of unique visitors
Average visit time on site
Flow of communication, number of posts/followers
Number of distributed brochures
Number of posters
Number of publications
Number of activities
Audience size
Number of organized events
Number of demonstrations

For confidentiality reasons, the target values and status of accomplishment are not
shown here. Overall, the project has achieved its goals regarding the preparation of
dissemination material and participation in different sector events, but has to increase its
academic output, as well as its reach through social media. Publication goals will
reasonably be achieved, as most publications usually occur towards the end of the
project. Furthermore, we expect that dissemination will also improve its reach, as we will
channel more of the project results in social media and interested communities.

3

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/14eDpMOGtekOKlYN4PmgOK0_67CiZpirCCaOCTE1kfK4/edit#gid=1132750765
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6

Communication Dissemination Time plan and Next Steps

As reported in D6.2, the communication strategy of FuturePulse is based on three
phases:
●
●
●

Phase I: Inform and Connect
Phase II: Demonstrate and Contribute
Phase III: Share and Convince

Figure 22: Communication and dissemination timeplan

Our focus now is mostly in Phase II.
While the content production for the website, including expert interviews, articles and
papers as well as the participation in conferences are ongoing tasks, there are a few
deadlines to keep.
The following table outlines the plans for key dissemination activities foreseen at the last
year of the project.
Table 7: Communication & dissemination time plan for Year 3 of the project

Explanation symbols
Already executed
Planned
Delivery

Activity

M20

Update PPT project template

M21

Update brochures/ poster/rollup
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Delivery

Activity

M22

Create promotional video

M25

Newsletter compilation and distribution

M25

Organise interviews with consortium
members

On-going (M02<)

Maintain Twitter feed

On-going (M04<)

Maintain Facebook page

On-going (M03<)

Maintain Website and create blog posts

On-going (M02<)

Continue participating in dissemination
events

On-going (M02<)

Continue publishing scientific publications

Not started (M27<)

Organise FuturePulse event towards the
end of the project
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Conclusions

This document comprises the first edition of the dissemination reporting for the
FuturePulse project. It presents the dissemination activities that were undertaken, what
dissemination materials have been produced and what effects were achieved in the
course of the reporting period from September 2017 (M1) up to August 2019 (M24).
The communication and dissemination strategy is made up from a set of crossinteracting activities, comprising scientific publications, participation at events and
conferences, presentation of advertising material (leaflets, video, posters), as well as
reaching the wider public through social media.
Up to now, engagement of FuturePulse’s audiences via Twitter, FaceBook, offline
discussions, representation at events, and a noteworthylist of publications, combined
with other activities as outlined in this deliverable, show that the project has reached a
rather high level in terms of information diffusion and reputation building.
In addition, we have created many links with music industrial and academic communities
and have the opportunity to generate a substantial impact with the research and
development results of the FuturePulse project.
To make sure all procedures are carried out properly, a set of metrics has been selected
to measure the obtained results and compare them with the previously set objectives.
The current evaluation showed that the project has achieved its goals regarding the
preparation of dissemination material and participation in different sector events, but has
to increase its academic output, as well as further improve its reach through social media.
The last project year is the most crucial for the achievement of the project’s dissemination
goals, as the concrete results of the project will be presented. Apart from the scientific
publications, special emphasis will be given to the preparation of the demo use cases,
which can significantly contribute in attracting the interest of the music industry.
Rounding up, it can be stated that the FuturePulse dissemination activities follow the
project’s dissemination strategy and – from the measurable results obtained – it shows
that, for the current stage of the project, we are successful, and can meet the set
dissemination goals for the FuturePulse website, the dissemination through social media
channels and our publications. We will continue on this path for the project’s remaining
duration, each partner further intensifying their efforts, as well as coordinating with each
other to achieve the consortium’s objectives.
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Appendix: Full list of dissemination events

Below we present a full list of dissemination events up to M24 and 2 forthcoming events
for which two scientific publications have been accepted.

Date

Type

Event Name
H2020 Media Projects' Workshop: Collaboration Towards
17/10/2017 Workshop
the Future of Media
16/11/2017 Conference
Presentation of project at Music Industry Day
Mirac research conference in Stockholm, Sweden
22/11/2017 Conference
www.mirac.se
29/08/2018 Presentation International Federation of Phonographic Industry (IFPI)
Workshop/
17/09/2018
Swedish Standards Institute - The Swedish part of ISO
presentation
International Society for Music Information Retrieval
26/09/2018 Conference
(ISMIR), Paris, France
26/09/2018 Trade Show
Paris Electronic Week 2019
International Society for Music Information Retrieval
26/09/2018 Conference
(ISMIR), Paris, France
14-15/
Mirac research conference in Stockholm, Sweden
Conference
11/2018
www.mirac.se
15/11/2018
Interview
Musikbranschpodden (Music industry podcast)
24-26/
Trade Show
European Radio Show
01/2019
06/02/2019 Workshop
Concertation Day
07Trade Show
MIDEM
09/06/2019
Music
03/07/2019
Wallifornia music tech https://walliforniamusictech.com/
Conference
International
11/07/2019
Sonar + D https://sonarplusd.com/
congress
04International Society for Music Information Retrieval
Conference
08/11/2019
(ISMIR), Delft, The Netherlands
04International Society for Music Information Retrieval
Conference
08/11/2019
(ISMIR), Delft, The Netherlands
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